
THREE IDIOTS

3 Idiots is a Indian Hindi-language coming-of-age comedy-drama film co- written (with Abhijat Joshi) and directed by
Rajkumar Hirani. Starring Aamir Khan .

The college scenes were shot later. For the actor, it's probably yet another disguise, that of the young man. The
movie got released after almost a year. But it's a role he can do in his sleep. The result is a confused film, one
that doesn't know exactly where it stands, torn between lump-in-the-throat filmmaking and amateurishly
written juvenilia. Aamir manages to sell some scenes strongly enough to make you laugh, while Madhavan
proves to be a really bad choice for narrator. Get notified as soon as our Movie Reviews are out! There's also a
tragic, overriding feeling of futility. They meet and befriend Pia Kareena Kapoor , who turns out to be Virus'
daughter and a residency student at the city's hospital. In the flashback story, his family was unable to afford
the car that would be demanded as a dowry for his sister. Rancho visits his friends' families and later the trio
then gatecrash a wedding to eat good food. From Mumbai, the crew and cast comprising Aamir and Kareena
went to Ladakh for a day schedule. The film really tries too hard. Farida Dadi as Mrs. But he could not do it
due to lack of dates. Joy had taken longer as he wanted to perfect his breakthrough drone design of a
quad-copter. Hirani apparently kept asking for retakes so as to keep the actors busy till the rolls arrived.
Mukund Bhatt as Mr. Viru Sahastrabuddhe, better known as Virus, in the film. On graduation day, Rancho
suddenly disappears shortly after the ceremony ends. Upon arrival in Ladakh, the four head to the village
school and witness the young students' inventions that resemble Rancho's college projects.


